DETERMINATION OF INTESTINAL MASS BY REGION GROWING METHOD
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Abstract: Image processing is a field of which its popularity increases and continues and, that grows dynamically with new technologies. Nowadays, image processing finds itself in use in almost every field. One of these uses is undoubtedly in the field of medicine, where diagnosis and treatment planning are made from images and, which is constantly changing with newly developed techniques. Of course, the most important factor in using this so widely in the medical field is the acquisition of images on every medical field. With the help of these images, the complaints can be seen more easily and the doctor can follow a path in the treatment of the disease. In our study, we used the Region Growing segmentation method to detect the intestinal mass. This study compares the area determined by the specialist with the area obtained with the segmentation process and, it is seen that the created software system can be used as an auxiliary system to specialist doctors.
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1. Introduction

Cancer is the most important problem for human life [1]. In addition to the high mortality rate, early detection and diagnosis are become crucial to understand cancer, but depending on the type of cancer, diagnostic procedures can be quite costly [2]. Image processing techniques have been used in the CAD system that was developed and image processing techniques used in this study were done through MATLAB software. This software provides data analysis, simultaneous data transfer, data processing and Matlab programming language support for special operations, while providing a powerful computing environment. In image processing to be performed in the medical field, the uncovering of the meaningful part of the image is one of the most important steps of the diagnosis process. Very different methods have been proposed for this process which is known as segmentation in the literature. In this study, it is aimed to segment the mass region in the intestine from the gastroscopy images by using the techniques in the literature, known as regional segmentation, with complete success. Recently, Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been very common and generally, image processing methods and some different techniques are used in these systems [3, 4]. CAD systems have started to become common in recent years in order to diagnose and phase several types of cancer such as lung, brain and breast cancer in parallel with the developments of medical imaging and computer technologies [5]. In our study, computer-aided diagnosis system is recommended for detection and diagnosis of gastric cancer using gastroscopy images.
2. Materials and Methods

The images taken from the patients were checked by a specialist doctor and based on these images, image processing has started. GroundTruth pictures of the area designated as cancer by the specialist doctor were extracted[6]. Then, the segmentation processes have begun on the pictures. Figure 1. shows the user interface software of the proposed CAD system.

2.1. Image Segmentation

The segmentation is used to divide the region and objects that make up the image into subdivisions[7]. For the implemented subdivisions, the detail level is dependent on the problems to be solved. Namely; Depending on the application, segmentation can be terminated when the region or objects of interest in the image are detected. For example, there may be similar luminosities in the image, and these luminosities may represent objects in different regions of the scene. If the image is made up of complex views, then image segmentation is one of the most difficult operations in image processing[8]. The more accurate the segmentation process, the more likely it will affect the latest success in computer analysis in a positive way. Due to this reason, efforts should be made to keep the accuracy of the segmentation operations as high as possible. The most important thing to know here is that there is no universal segmentation method that can be applied to all images and no segmentation method is perfect.

2.2. Region Growing

Region growing algorithm is one of the preferred segmentation techniques in image processing applications. Region growing technique is a zone based technique[9]. First, the initial seed is determined. Statistical calculations are carried out between the identified initial seed and neighboring points. During calculations parameters like average density, color and variance values are determined. Segments which are similar with respect to these values are clustered and segmented. The starting seed is generally selected by the user and the segmentation process is started according to this point. We can sort the operations as follows[10]: First, we need to select a seed pixel as a starting point for each of the required partitions. In the second stage, the same or similar properties of the pixel are combined in the SEED field with similar feature areas around the seed pixel area. This new pixel will continue the above process as a new seed pixel and it will continue until there are no pixels to satisfy the situation. [11].
The region growing approach is exactly the opposite of the partitioning and merging approach: For this, the following algorithm is executed.

• The initial small-area clusters are repeatedly combined according to similarity constraints.
• Start by selecting a random seed pixel and compare it with neighboring pixels (Figure 2).
• The region is enlarged from the seed pixel by increasing the size of the region by adding neighboring pixels of similar size.
• When a region stops growing, we select another seed pixel that does not belong to any region yet and start again.
• All the processes continue until all the pixels belong to any region.
• It is a method that works in the sense of induction.

Figure 2. Region Growing Seed and Growth Process

Region Growing methods often give very good segmentation results to specified edges. However, it starts with a certain seed pixel and ensures that this region grows completely before the other seeds try to prejudice, and gives good segmentation results in regions that are segmented first. This may have several unwanted effects:

• The current region dominates the growth process, but the uncertainties at the edges of adjacent regions may not be resolved correctly.
• Different seed selections can give different segmentation results.
• Problems may arise if the seed point is near an edge region.

Simultaneous region growing techniques have been developed to counteract the problems above.

• The similarities of neighboring regions are taken into consideration during the enlargement of the area.
• A single territory is not allowed to have complete domination.
• A number of zones are allowed at the same time.
• Similar regions will gradually turn into expanding regions.
• The control of these methods can be quite complex, but effective methods have been developed.
• Easy and efficient application is ensured in parallel computers.
2.3. Grafik user interface (GUI)

GUI, a computer program that enables a person to communicate with a computer through the use of symbols, visual metaphors, and pointing devices[12-13-14-15]. We think of it as a software application that only accepts commands typed on the keyboard with fairly ordinary, even primordial. We prefer to point some aspects of the application, to click on it (to invoke some events), and to continue working with the application with interactive hints on a graphical level. We are also familiar with windows, popup menus, slider controls and checkboxes. It is known how slow and tedious the software world is without the GUI[16-17]. Because of these reasons, the GUI structure is at the forefront and is constantly used.

3. The application of RG methods

The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB R2016a and is run on Intel(R) Core(TM)_i7-3630QM_CPU_@_2.40GHz PC with 8 GB RAM and Windows10 operating system. In our study, segmentation was performed on stomach gastroscopy images using region growing algorithm. The target image is not used in the region growing segmentation algorithm. The target image is used only for the calculation of the accuracy, i.e. the error between the obtained segmentation result and the desired result. The image that use in our work, is shown in Figure 3. The gray level image that use in our work, is shown in Figure 4.

In our system, we have our interface screen which works according to the region growing method and we see the obtained results of the segmentation in Figure 5.
4. Result and Discussion

Here, the image of 720 × 576 pixels size is segmented by the region growing segmentation algorithm, and the segmentation result is again an image of 720x576 pixel size. The image to be segmented and the maximum intensity distance are given as the input value to the algorithm. There is no training procedure for the algorithm. The region growing segmentation algorithm calculates the accuracy by comparing the image obtained with the desired image. Thus, it is determined how close we are to the desired result.

4.1. Diagnostic Test

Sensitivity and Specificity: Scientifically one of the main purposes of the measurement process is to help the diagnosis. For example, it may be possible to identify one of several possible diagnoses in a patient, or to find people with a specific illness in a seemingly healthy population [18]. Generally used indicators; accuracy, sensitivity and specificity coefficients are given as follows.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{Actual class} & \text{Assigned class} & \text{Positive} & \text{Negative} \\
\hline
\text{Positive} & TP & FN \\
\text{Negative} & FP & TN \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 6.** Confusion matrix: The outcomes of classification into positive and negative classes

In Figure 6: A special case of the confusion matrix is often utilized with two classes, one designated the positive class and the other the negative class. In this context, the four cells of the matrix are designated as true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN), as indicated in Figure 6. A number of measures of classification performance are defined in terms of these four classification outcomes[19]: Confusion Matrix, is a classification system developed by Drew, the performance of such systems can be assessed using the data from matrix.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \tag{1}
\]
4.2. Medical decision making methods

ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics Curves) is defined as the receiver operating characteristic ROC or ROC curve in the signal detection theory[20]. ROC can also be expressed as the ratio of the true positives to the false positives. The widespread use in medicine is due to the evaluation and comparison of the performances of diagnostic tests. If the clinically measured variable is continuous, separation of the patients as sick and healthy is difficult. Depending on the conditions of clinical trials, the optimum effect point of the diagnostic test varies. ROC were established by selecting intermediate options depending on the different sensitivity-specificity properties which were found for the different threshold values. ROC curve method can be used to determine the discriminatory power of the test, to compare the activities of the tests, to determine the appropriate positivity threshold, and to monitor the quality of the laboratory results[21]. Confusion matrix and ROC analysis graph of the study are given in Figure 7.

\[
Specificity = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \tag{2}
\]

\[
Sensitivity = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{3}
\]

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the Ground Truth images of the determined area are considered in evaluating the performance. The Ground Truth images are prepared with the help of a specialist doctor. Accuracy[22], Sensitivity and Specificity are calculated with the Equation 1-3. ROC curve and the values[23] are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Result of Diagnostic Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>ROC curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This system shows promise in medicine as a useful application for detecting the mass in the intestine. Accuracy and speed of detection proposed method is very high and has a significant coefficient value accurate diagnosis compared with a human detection method.
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